Objective 4: Honing Investigation Techniques & Detection Skills

Target 1:
To achieve 10% detection rate in cases of crime and misdemeanour

Activities
- Launch 90% of our operations on the basis of analysis/Intelligence.
- Monitor the movements of habitual criminals and offenders at least once monthly.
- Conduct training sessions on crime scene management for station and CID personnel at least once every 3 months.
- Conduct at least one training session on investigation/interrogation techniques quarterly.

Objective 5: Combating Trafficking & Use of Illegal Drugs

Target 1:
Assist the Divisional ADSU in the fight against illicit drugs

Activities:
- Increase by 3% the number of drug awareness campaigns in educational institutions.
- Increase by 5% the number of Joint Operations with A D SU near places of amusement at night.
- Increase by 5% the number of checks on suspicious boats and skippers with the support of A D SU, Police du Tourisme and NCG.
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Foreword

I am pleased to present the 2015-2016 Action Plan of Northern Division. With the constant increase in the number of tourists visiting places of attractions and lodging in the hotels along the coastal regions in the Division and mobility of local citizen, there is an additional demand for policing for ensuring their safety and security.

In designing this Plan, we have put in place a range of innovative measures which are both realistic and stretching, in a framework which will allow us to achieve our targets.

We will continue to work with the inhabitants and other stakeholders listen to their concerns and act on information to keep them safe. We believe that the local residents can act as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the Police on a 24/7 basis. Information provided by the community will be analysed and used as a crime fighting tool.

Finally, I am proud to have the opportunity to work with so many dedicated Police officers and staff who are endeavouring to provide an excellent policing service to the satisfaction of the inhabitants of Northern Division.

Divisional Commander
Northern Division

Objective 1: Improving Quality of Life

Target 1: Reduce larceny with aggravating circumstances by 2%

Activities:
- Increase the number of Stop and search operations by day and night in areas prone to property theft (including residential areas and places of tourist attraction) by 12%
- Increase the number of habitual Criminals (HCs) Check by 10% on a monthly basis
- Increase the number of operations against receivers of stolen goods by 10%

Target 2: Reduce the number of Road Accidents (K&SI) by 3%

Activities:
- Increase sensitization campaign by 3%
- Carry out at least 4 speed operations per week in accident prone areas
- Increase by 5% the number of joint operations with the concurrence of Traffic Branch and/or ERS during night time/early morning hours to curb speeding and drink driving.
- Increase by 3% the number of checks on licensed liquor shops operating during prohibited hours.

Target 3: Reduce the number of cases reported against Tourist by 3%

Activities:
- Increase the number of Stop and Check operations in coastal areas and places of tourist attraction by 25% monthly.
- Increase the number of meetings with relevant Stakeholders in the Tourism Sector by 10%.

Target 4: Reduce the number of larceny Dwellings by 2%

Activities:
- Increase crime prevention campaigns by 5%
- Increase the number of Neighbourhood Watch Schemes by 2%.

Objective 2: Enhancing Service Delivery

Target 1: Increase the number of Community Policing Forum by 3%

Activities:
- Increase the number of meetings with relevant Stakeholders by 3% yearly.

Target 2: Increase the number of Sensitisation campaigns by Brigade Pour La Protection Des Mineurs and Family Protection Unit by 3%

Activities:
- Reduce the number of incidents involving youngsters at traffic centers, in commercial areas and youth meeting points by 2%.
- Increase the number of joint operations (BD M, Local Police, CID / A DSU) at traffic centres by 2%.

Objective 3: Increasing Speed of Intervention

Target 1: Ensure that 90% of emergency public requests are being attended within 15 minutes

Activities:
- Ensure the Divisional Operations Room alerts police stations and units concerned within 3 mins of any emergency.
- Conduct at least one simulation exercise for effective response to major accidents, incidents, natural disasters, wide scale fire in sugarcane fields etc., twice yearly.
- Attend to scene of crime within 15 mins.
- Maintain at least 90% of the Division vehicles in serviceable conditions.

I am proud to have the opportunity to work with so many dedicated Police officers and staff who are endeavouring to provide an excellent policing service to the satisfaction of the inhabitants of Northern Division.

Divisional Commander
Northern Division